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Richard RoweUpdated November 07, 2017 Jupiterimages/Stockbyte/Getty Images The Toyota Camry may be in America as the most bland, inoffensive car in existence, but that's certainly not the case these days. The Camry faces fierce competition from Honda, Nissan and General Motors, so the Camry has tightened its game in both
appearance and performance arenas. But they don't contribute much for the LE model stocks, too. The 2014 Camry LE's tires came from a factory with Firestone Affinity Touring tires, which offered decent traction on smooth, down roads, but moderate to completely miserable performance in every other aspect. Since 2014, the best-seller
-- according to Tire Rack -- has been a slightly more expensive Continental Purecontact with EcoPlus. This tire isn't just good for the Camry, or good for the economy, which strengthens the tire , it's currently one of the best all-season grand touring tires outside, period. The slightly cheaper Tokohama AVID Ascend is in second place
among touring tires, offering excellent facilities on the roads and good for acceptable performance everywhere else. Firestones shares are in third place among touring tires because they are cheaper than the other two. Behind him are General Atlimax RT43 and Michelin's Energy Saver A/S.Camry drivers living in snowy and iety climates
far and far from the super Bridgestone Blizzak WS70, while Dunlop Winter Max comes close to a second. Pirelli Scorpion has an attractive brand as a popular tyre to operate in this app. But oddly enough, it doesn't offer much greater effect than Continental's similarly prized PureContact with EcoPlus-- which is almost certainly the best
rubber for this generation of Camry. Engine 2.5-litre Inline-4 Hybrid portable transmission Continuous variable automatic (CVT) Drive unit ing device Fuel Economy Fuel tank Tank Capacity of the tank Seat capacity Engine 2.5-litre Inline-4 Hybrid Horsepower Transmission Continuously Variable Automatic (CVT) Drivetrain Type Turning
Diameter Angles Type Front Corner Size Rear Corner Front Suspension Front Suspension Front Rubber Rear Rubber CO2 Emissions @ 15K mi/year Fuel Tank Capacity Cru Selection City Cruising Range Highway Max Width Front Width Rear Width Intersoil Distance Ground Clearance Spacious Front Saddle Foot Room Front Saddle
Front Saddle Front Saddle Shoulder Front Saddle Front Saddle Front Saddle Hip Room Rear Saddle Room Rear with Headroom Saddle Shoulder Room Saddle Hip Room Third Row Leg Room Third Row Headroom Third Row Shoulder Room Third Row Hip Room Curb Maximum Towing Capacity Cargo Volume to Seat 1 Cargo Volume
to Seat 2 Cargo Volume to Seat 3 Celestial Silver Metallic Graphite Fabric Seat Material Bluetooth Connection Satellite Radio Smart Device Integration WiFi Hotspot Auxiliary Audio Input MP3 Player Bucket Seats Cloth Seats Leather Seats Premium Synthetic Seats Vinyl Seats Sun/Moonroof Steering Wheel Audio Steering Power
Adaptive Cruise Control Climate Control Cruise Control Keyless Entry Multi-Zone A/C Remote Trunk Release Universal Garage Door Opener Rear A/C Keyless Start Telematics Back-Up Camera Cross-Up Camera Cross-Traffic Alert Blind Spot Monitor Lane Departure Warning Lane Keeping Assist Gure Pressure Monitor Brake Help
Stability Control Towing Control Front Barrieral Crash Rating Driver Air Bag Front Head Head Air Bag Front Side Air Bag Knee Air Bag Passenger Air Bagar Head Air Bag Rear Side Air Bag Basic Corrosion 5 Years/Unlimited Miles 5 Years/Unlimited Miles Drivetrain Roadside Assistance 2 Years/Unlimited Miles Hybrid/Electric
Components Maintenance Toyota Shows Farewell Frumpy sa Sienna Minivanom 2021. Sienna's new more elegant body, wide-mouthed gris, and whistling headlights draw inspiration from the Highlander 2020 and give the van a more SUV-like look. Inside Siena receives a similar bold transformation, but still focuses on practicality and
family friendliness. Last year's V-6 engine disappeared. In its place is a 2.5-litre quad-up plus two electric motors, which are the standard hybrid propulsion system of the van; All-wheel drive is still an option, and Toyota prides itself on the best in the fuel economy class. What's new for 2021? Sienna gets a bold reusation and a new hybrid
propulsion system for 2021. Pricing in Which One to BuyWe're eyeballing the sporty XSE model, which comes with 20-in-10 wheels, more aggressive front and rear bumpers, and sporty front seats. The XSE is also standard with navigation in the spinner and captains of another type. The XSE, like all Sienna trims, comes standard with
front-wheel drive, but adding all-wheel drive costs just $760, which we see as a worthy upgrade. Engine, Transmission and PerformanceNed versions of Toyota's family van, Sienna 2021 is offered exclusively as a hybrid. The Powertrain consists of a 2.5-litre petrol four-engine engine and a pair of electric motors that combine 243
horsepower. The all-wheel drive is available and adds a third rear electric motor to the back. The Sienna's main rival - the Chrysler Pacifica Hybrid - is only available with front-wheel drive, but its V-6 engine and electric motors do 260 horsepower. Our all-wheel drive, Sienna Platinum, failed to enter us while accelerating testing, which
takes 7.7 seconds to reach 60 mph and reach a quarter mile in 15.8 seconds at just 88 mph; These results are similar to those managed by the Pacifica Hybrid, but they are much slower than the non-hybrid Pacific cases we tested, as well as the Honda Odyssey. See photos of Toyota Fuel Economy and Real-World MPG The EPA
estimates that versions of the 2021 Sienna front wheel drive should deliver a 36 mpg site, as well as a 36 mpg highway with all-wheel drive cases that carry a rating of 1 mpg lower at 35 mpg. In our mix of urban and highway driving, we succeeded mpg with our all-wheel drive Platinum test vehicle. When we get a chance to run the new
Sienna with a fuel economy test on the highway, we'll update this story with results. Interior, Comfort and CargoKomplementing its daring exterior redisign, Sienna gets a modernized and elegant interior for 2021. Instead of the open design, Toyota has created a tall console center that eroks from the armastre to the centre armour, and
there is a large storage room beneath it. Upscale Limited and Platinum models have two-tone interior processing panels and dashboards, seeded in seamsy leather-like material, while the XSE sports model gets black and white faux-leather seats with a red contrasting clip. Unlike the Odyssey and the Pacific hybrid, sienna's second-row
seats are not removable; However, second-row selectors can slip back and forth a total of 25 inches to help ensure maximum rear numbers for cyclists in the back seats or open as much space as possible at the back of the second load line. Limited and platinum models can have landscape seats in the second row with pop-up ottoans.
Two state-of-the-two ailian scythings can also be equipped with an on-board vacuum cleaner. Look at toyota Infotainment photos and ConnectivityToyota's latest infotainment interface is a 9.0-inch touchscreen that stands upright on the control panel above the air conditioning controls. Apple CarPlay, Android Auto and Amazon Alexa
connectivity features are all standard, and the seven USB port dot van is a cabin. Toyota offers siriusXM satellite radio and an onboard Wi-Fi hotspot as well. The basic stereo is the setting of 6 speakers; and XLE models get eight speakers. The JBL stereo system with 12 speakers is optional on XLE and XSE and standard on Limited and
Platinum. Scroll navigation is standard, starting with XSE trim; The entertainment system on the rear seats with an 11.6-inch screen is optional on all but the basic LE model. Driver Safety and Assistance Features Neither the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) nor the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS)
conducted accident tests at Sienna in 2021, but we expect the van to conduct these safety checks closer to the date of sale. Toyota manufactures blind spot control and its Safety Sense 2.0 bundle of driver-assistance features standard on the new Sienna, while handy items such as parking sensors and a 360-degree external camera
system will be optional. Key safety features include: Standard automatic emergency braking with pedestrian detection Standard lane departure warning with belt maintenance assistance Standard adaptive cruise control Warranty and maintenance Kia Sedona coverage offers longer coverage for both drive and bumper warranty and for
Sienna. Toyota, however, is delaying its fairly basic warranty package with a two-year free maintenance plan. Limited warranty covers 3 years or 36,000 miles Powertrain warranty 5 let under 60,000 million The warranty covers 8 years or 100,000 miles Free maintenance is covered for 2 years or 25,000 miles Page 2 The second
generation Toyota 86 is due for the 2022 model, and although it will be brand new, it is expected to follow the same rear-wheel drive formula as the first gene car. In 2022, 86 will be redeloped in conjunction with the Subaru BRZ, powered by a horizontally contradictory four-engine engine and - hopefully - a standard six-speed manual
transmission. We also hope that Toyota will address our last-generation complaint in principle and give 86 horsepower for 2022. We think a turbocharged engine would suit this bargain sports car, don't we? What's new for 2022? After skipping the 2021 model year, the Toyota 86 is expected to launch as a 2022 model after a full
redemaning design. Prices and Which One buy Toyota said nothing about pricing or features, but we expect a GT model that will offer more comfort to the creature than base 86. We'll update this story with more details when we find out about them. Engine, Transmission and Performance In the first generation 86, a naturally aspirative
horizontal quad-quad-quad-controlled four-way vehicle provided by Subaru was available. The acceleration was decently soft, but the engine lacked complementarity. For 2022, we're hoping for a turbocharged flat-four like the one found in the Subaru Ascent SUV. This 260-hp mill would make 86 even quicker. The six-speed manual will
hopefully continue to serve as a standard 86 transmission, and we assume that Toyota will also offer a six- or eight-speed automatic. KGP Photography Fuel Economy and Real-World MPGThe 2022 86 did not receive an estimate of fuel economy from the EPA, but the last generation gained estimates of 24 mpg a city, 32 mpg highway,
and 27 mpg combined when equipped with six-speed automatics. The hand-held model wasn't nearly as good. When we get the chance to put the new model through our 200-mile highway fuel economy test, we will update this story with results. Interior, Comfort and Cargo From spy photos, we can see that 2022 86 will retain its relative
size and shape. The 86 and Subaru BRZ are unique in the affordable sports car market as the only two offering seating for four. Not that the back seats are all that comfortable or spacious, but they are nice to have.Infotainment and connectivity In fact hopefully Toyota makes major improvements in the infotainment system for 2022. The
last-generation model offered a 7.0-inch touchscreen with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto interfaces, but its software wasn't particularly intuitive and the whole system seemed fairly basic. We're pretty confident that Toyota will provide a bigger screen around this time, as well as additional features and amenities such as a wireless
charging pad for smartphones and on-board Wi-Fi. Safety and driver assistance featuresCrash-test results are not available either from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) or the Highway Insurance Institute (IIHS). The outgoing 86 did little in the way of driver assistance features, but we expect Toyota to provide
its range of safety technologies as standard equipment on the 2022 model. Key safety features are likely to include: Standard forward collision warning and automatic lane departure warning standard lane departure warning and lane maintenance Assistance Standard Adaptive Cruise Control Safety and Maintenance Coverage We see no
reason why Toyota would change the standard warranty package 86 from model 2020. Toyota's two-year free maintenance policy is a nice advantage that the BRZ doesn't match. Limited warranty covers three years or 36,000 miles Powertrain warranty covers five years or 60,000 miles Free maintenance is covered two years or 25,000
miles Page 3 Toyota 4Runner 2021 is one of the most failed mid-size SUVs on the market, Or I of the oldest i least rafina. While its powerful body-on-frame construction and off-road-oriented options make it seriously capable when the road ends and improves its exterior image, its plastic interior and ineffective V-6 engine have visible
flaws. Toyota has modernized this ancient quad bike with an impressive amount of standard drivers and infotainment features. The 4Runner also has a generous cargo space and its spacious cabin can be equipped with a small third row. Due to the unchanging driving behaviour on the road and the high price, the 2021 4Runner is less
desirable than most other popular competitors, but it remains a worthy alternative to the Jeep Wrangler - another vehicle in which off-road boilers have an advantage over day-to-day southing. What's new for 2021? The latest 4Runner adds a new limited production of Trail Edition for 2021. Toyota says it will build only 4,000 copies based
on the basic SR5 model and come with rear or four-wheel drive. The Trail Edition is equipped with 17-inch dark grey HARD wheels and black external badges. Inside it has black seats with tan stitching and all-weather floor mats. The 2021 4Runner also receives new standard LED headlights, and the TRD Pro model gets some unique
upgrades: a new lunar rock color, newly formed black TRD wheels, wrapped in Nitto Terra Grappler rubber, and retuned dampers, which Toyota says are designed to improve isolation while driving along the path. Pricing and which one to buyI think that the HARD Off-Road 4Runner model is to be obtained. Not as capable off-road as the
raised TRD Pro, but its significantly lower price tag makes it better value. It comes in standard with 270 hp V-6, automatic transmission and four-wheel drive. In addition to some external and internal bits specific to THE HARD, hard off-Road gets equipment that helps justify his name. This includes electronic locking of the rear
differentiation for the maximum towing device under slippery or muddy conditions. It also has optional drive modes Multi Terrain Select and Crawl Control) that can change the operation of the SUV to install driving scenarios. You would choose an optional kinetic dynamic suspension that allows for improved articulation of the wheels
during the off-road campaign. We also decided to glid the rear cargo decks, which facilitates the movement of heavy cargo and provides a whole seating area for the tail. The engine, transmission and performanceNa 4Runner's 4.0-liter V-6 engine and five-speed automatic transmission can match the rear, four-or-all-wheel drive. The SR5
entry rate models are rear-wheel drive, and all other divisions except the tippity-top Limited model are picky, with part-time four-wheel drive. These models have a hand-picked two-way portable suitcase with a low-range setting. Limited models have a full-time all-wheel drive with a Torsen center difference that can withstand torque to the
front or rear wheels if necessary, depending on road conditions and which wheels have traction strip. In our testing, the mid-level 4Runner TRD Off-Road model provided adequate acceleration, its old-school V-6 groaning along with a gruff exhaust note. Over the years, though Toyota feels in action, its performance has also been mixed
with more modern competitors, including the V-6 Dodge Durango. Toyota's amputated frame and torque-rich engine give him a foot in the torque; Its 5,000-kilogram capacity beats the Ford Edge and Wrangler, while it falls short of the stronger Durango limit of 8,700 pounds. Check out photos of Toyota Fuel Economy and Real-World
MPGTe 4Runner's powertrain combinations show your age at the pump. Although neither Toyota nor the EPA have issued ratings for the 2021 economy, we do not expect the figures to be significantly different from previous models of the year. Every 2020 4Runner is estimated to have a low of 16 mpg in the city and 19 mpg on the
highway. Other contestants have similar city ratings, but are much better on the highway. Still, 4Runner failed to meet its MEAGER EPA highway estimate during our 200-kilometre real world test, returning 19 mpg on the highway (1 mpg less than advertised). It's a Toyota on the back of a mid-size SUV class next to a similarly off-road-
oriented Wrangler.Interior, Comfort, and cargo Inside the 4Runner is not what I would say-the-art, with a switch that could come from the last years of the last millennium. Lackluster materials and styling aside, he manages to comfortably fit people front and back despite his internal measurements of class. The optional third species has
not yet been tested, but we suspect it is best for children. Flexible cargo space and several large, deep cubes in the first place mean that 4Runner is as versatile a carrier as a scalper. Just don't try to carve anything into the cargo hold unless you have a chiropractor active – its soil is uncomfortably high from the ground. The two line
models we tested had an optional pull-out cargo deck designed to load and unload heavy objects - up to £440 - slightly easier. It can also double as a tail for This ensures a flat load of the floor when the seats of another type are stacked, as well as robbing the freight holder several inches of height. Nevertheless, for the second line we fit
in impressive 14 brackets.Infotainment and ConnectivityEvery 4Runner has an 8.0-inch infotainment touch system. The interface includes a set of physical buttons, as well as rotating volume and tuning knobs. The system, called Entune, is standard with Apple CarPlay, Android Auto and a subscription to a Wi-Fi hotspot. Built-in navigation
system and JBL sound system with 15 speakers are available upgrades. Driver safety and assistance features Since 2021 4Runner has not been tested by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) or the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS). However, the 2020 version earned a four-star NHTSA rating and
invaluable results from the IIHS. Still, each model comes with a lot of technology to help drivers. Key safety features include: Standard Forward Collision Warning and Automated Emergency Brake Standard Lane Departure Warning and Lane Maintenance Assistance Standard Adaptive Cruise ControlWarranty and Maintenance
CoverageToyota provides two years of free regular maintenance, which is rare in this class. Coverage in other categories is less impressive, but it matches industry norms. Limited warranty covers three years or 36,000 miles Powertrain warranty covers five years or 60,000 miles Free maintenance is covered for two years or 25,000 miles
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